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State of Illinois Section 319 biannual report. 2015. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/95/99.html) ONLINE I363.73944 STAT 2 OCLC# 648131181

TMDL development for Bonpas Creek watershed. 2014. ONLINE. (Fact Sheet) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/12/65.html) ONLINE I363.73946 BONP 3 OCLC# 899240961

TMDL development for Galena/Sinsinawa Rivers watershed. 2014. ONLINE. (Fact Sheet) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/12/68.html) ONLINE I363.73946 GALE 2 OCLC# 899241009

TMDL development for Horseshoe Lake watershed. [2013]. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/12/71.html) ONLINE I363.73946 HORS 2 OCLC# 899242869

TMDL development for Lake Springfield watershed. 2014. ONLINE. (Fact Sheet) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/12/74.html) ONLINE I363.73946 LAKE 13 OCLC# 899243484

TMDL development for Little Vermilion River (LaSalle County) watershed. 2014. ONLINE. (Fact Sheet) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/22/06.html) ONLINE I363.73946 LITT 18 OCLC# 899572109
TMDL development for Middle Sangamon River watershed. 2014. ONLINE. (Fact Sheet) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/22/08.html) ONLINE I363.73946 MIDD 2 OCLC# 899576387

TMDL development for Pecatonica Lake watershed. 2014. ONLINE. (Fact Sheet) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/12/76.html) ONLINE I363.73946 PECA 2 OCLC# 899244109

TMDL development for Rend Lake watershed. 2014. ONLINE. (Fact Sheet) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/12/80.html) ONLINE I363.73946 REND 2 OCLC# 899245381

TMDL scoping report development for Lake Michigan (nearshore) mercury and polychlorinated biphenyls. 2015. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/50/25.html) ONLINE I363.73946 LMIC 3 OCLC# 914508935

Total maximum daily load, shoreline segments in Chicago, Cook County, Illinois: 29 Segments from Juneway Terrace Park Beach to Calumet South Beach. 2013. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/59/37.html) ONLINE I363.73946 LMIC 6 OCLC# 925935933

Total maximum daily load, shoreline segments in Suburban Cook County, Illinois: 13 Segments from Glencoe Park Beach to Evanston South Beach. 2013. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/59/36.html) ONLINE I363.73946 LMIC 7 OCLC# 925948960

EXECUTIVE ETHICS COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.

Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2016. 2015. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/04/54/93.html) ONLINE I331.133 I29eec OCLC# 820010118

EXECUTIVE INSPECTOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF.


FINANCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION, DEPARTMENT OF.

Affirmative action plan for fiscal year 2015. 2014. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/18/14.html) ONLINE I331.133 IDFP OCLC# 900892915

Affirmative action plan for fiscal year 2016. 2015. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/18/14.html)

FINANCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF.

Methods of disseminating the departments affirmative action policy and plan. 2014. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/18/69.html) ONLINE I331.133 IDFP 2 OCLC# 900474233

FIRE MARSHAL, OFFICE OF THE STATE.

Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2016. 2015. ONLINE. (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/03/68/98.html) ONLINE I331.133 I29sfm OCLC# 752293606
Annual report, 2013. 2014. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/58/67.html) ONLINE I351.782 F-c OCLC# 608257197

Annual report, 2014. 2015. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/58/67.html)

GAMING BOARD, ILLINOIS.
Affirmative action plan for fiscal year 2016. 2015. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/02/57/09.html) ONLINE I331.133 I29igb OCLC# 654408468
Annual report, 2009. 2009. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/03/66/50.html) ONLINE I363.42 ILLI 2 OCLC# 748290433
Annual report, 2013. 2013. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/03/66/50.html)
Annual report, 2014. 2014. ONLINE.
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/03/66/50.html)

GOVERNOR.
Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2016. 2015. ONLINE
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/50.html) ONLINE I331.133 GOVE OCLC# 680669478

GOVERNOR. (1999-2003) : Ryan
Administrative order. no. 1. 1999. ONLINE. (Creating the Governor's Commission on the Status of Women in Illinois) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html) ONLINE I353.9 I29ad OCLC# 911182924
Administrative order. no. 2. 1999. ONLINE. (State agency policy and guidelines for federal government relations) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)
Administrative order. no. 1. 2002. ONLINE. (E-Government) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)
Administrative order. no. 2. 2002. ONLINE. (General funds spending restrictions) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)
Administrative order. no. 3. 2002. ONLINE. (Early retirement restriction upon the employment extensions of key employees) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)
Administrative order. no. 4. 2002. ONLINE. (Early retirement prior approval of granting temporary employment) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)
Executive order. no. 99-02. 1999. ONLINE. (Banning political solicitation of financial contributions from state employees and prohibiting state employees from soliciting financial contributions for the Governor's campaign) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)
Executive order. no. 99-03. 1999. ONLINE. (Amendment to Executive Order 4 (1992) on possession and consumption of alcohol or drugs in state vehicles or in private vehicles being used at state expense) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)
Executive order. no. 99-04. 1999. ONLINE. (Creating the Governor's Commission on Discrimination and Hate Crimes)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-05. 1999. ONLINE. (Creating the Illinois Technology Office)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-06. 1999. ONLINE. (Revocation of Executive Order number 3 (1977), all its related amendments and Executive Order number 2 (1977))  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-07. 1999. ONLINE. (Creating the Office of Statewide Performance Review)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-08. 1999. ONLINE. (Creating the Illinois Office of Strategic Planning)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-09. 1999. ONLINE. (Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse within the Illinois Department of Human Services)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-10. 1999. ONLINE. (Creating Environment and Natural Resources Leadership Cabinet)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-11. 1999. ONLINE. (Creating the Governor's Office on Literacy)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-12. 1999. ONLINE. (Establishing the Illinois Federal Clearinghouse)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-13. 1999. ONLINE. (State Employees under the Governor who are mobilized to active military duty in connection with the peace-keeping efforts underway in Yugoslavia/Kosovo Theater of Operations)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-14. 1999. ONLINE. (Concerning payments reparations to victims of the Holocaust and their heirs)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-15. 1999. ONLINE. (Reaffirming a commitment to a quality and diversified work force)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-16. 1999. ONLINE. (Sexual harassment in state agencies)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-17. 1999. ONLINE. (Amendment to Executive Order no. 6 (1987))  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-18. 1999. ONLINE. (Creating the Illinois Environmental Regulatory Review Commission)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 99-19. 1999. ONLINE. (Enlisting assistance from state agencies in the completion of an official decennial census)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 2000-01. 2000. ONLINE. (Regarding the Rural Affairs Council)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 2000-02. 2000. ONLINE. (Establishing a Universal Certification Process and Certification Advisory Board)  
(PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)
@ Executive order. no. 2000-03. 2000. ONLINE. (Reassigning functions pertaining to administration of Illinois Job Training Partnership Act, Workforce Investment Act and Welfare-to-Work Programs)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-04. 2000. ONLINE. (Creating the Governor's Commission on Capital Punishment)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-05. 2000. ONLINE. (Establishing the Administration of Credits in Regard to Payments of Illinois Privilege Tax and the Illinois Insurance Retaliatory Tax, for 1997 and earlier)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-06. 2000. ONLINE. (Establishing the Green Illinois Government Coordinating Council)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-07. 2000. ONLINE. (Establishing the Green Illinois Communities Demonstration Program)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-08. 2000. ONLINE. (Creating Balanced Growth Cabinet)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-09. 2000. ONLINE. (Rewrite and reform the Illinois Criminal Code)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-10. 2000. ONLINE. (Creating the Illinois Terrorism Task Force)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-11. 2000. ONLINE. (Creating the Illinois Main Street Council)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-12. 2000. ONLINE. (Dealing with the Illinois Science and Technology Advisory Committee)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-13. 2000. ONLINE. (Regarding the Illinois gas prices)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-14. 2000. ONLINE. (Creating the Illinois Venture Tech Advisory Committee)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-15. 2000. ONLINE. (Regarding team permitting)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2000-16. 2000. ONLINE. (Regarding emergency relief from the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2001-01. 2001. ONLINE. (Regarding emergency relief from the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2001-03. 2001. ONLINE. (Creating the Governor's Illinois Lewis and Clark Bicentennial Commission)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2001-04. 2001. ONLINE. (Creating the Mississippi Delta Advisory Council)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2001-05. 2001. ONLINE. (Creating the Universal Access to Pre-School Task Force)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 2001-07. 2001. ONLINE. (Creating the Governor's Commission on Revising the Illinois School Code)  (PURL:  http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)
Executive order. no. 2001-08. 2001. ONLINE. (Amendment to Executive Order 2 (2001) on creating Energy Cabinet) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 2001-09. 2001. ONLINE. (Amendment to Executive Order 7 (2000) which created the Green Illinois Communities Demonstration Program) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 2001-10. 2001. ONLINE. (Compensation for any full-time state employees who is a member of any reserve component of the United States Armed Forces including the Illinois National Guard, .... September 11, 2001) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 2001-11. 2001. ONLINE. (State government green activities) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)


GOVERNOR. (2003-2009) : Blagojevich

Administrative order. no. 1. 2003. ONLINE. (Legislative procedures) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html) ONLINE I353.9 129ad OCLC# 911182924

Administrative order. no. 2. 2003. ONLINE. (State agency spending restrictions and reviews) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

Administrative order. no. 3. 2003. ONLINE. (Vacation time accrual policy) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

Administrative order. no. 4. 2003. ONLINE. (Policy in regards to school visitation leave) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

Administrative order. no. 5. 2003. ONLINE. (Policy in regards to pension contributions of non-bargaining employees) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

Administrative order. no. 6. 2003. ONLINE. (Procedures for investigating and report misconduct and incidents at state facilities) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

Administrative order. no. 1. 2004. ONLINE. (Moratorium on all business of the Health Facilities Planning Board) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

Administrative order. no. 1. 2006. ONLINE. (Director Of Central Management Services to extend same sex domestic partner benefits to all merit compensation employees in the agencies under the governor's jurisdiction) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

Administrative order. no. 2. 2006. ONLINE. (Creation of the Governor's audit committee) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

Administrative order. no. 3. 2006. ONLINE. (Emergency energy conservation plan) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)
GOVERNOR. (2009-2015) : Quinn

@ Administrative order. no. 1. 2009. ONLINE. (Vacation time accrual policy superseding administrative order no. 3 (2003)) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html) ONLINE I353.9 I29ad OCLC# 911182924

@ Administrative order. no. 2. 2009. ONLINE. (Directive to state agencies, updating guidelines for compliance with the Rutan Decision) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

@ Administrative order. no. 1. 2010. ONLINE. (Furlough day for non-bargaining unit state employees) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

@ Administrative order. no. 2. 2010. ONLINE. (Vacation Time Accrual And Furlough Substitution Policy Superseding Administrative Order No. 1 (2009)) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

@ Administrative order. no. 3. 2010. ONLINE. (GOMB to Implement Specific Reductions that Would Make a Meaningful Contribution to the State Effort to Relieve Budgetary Pressures in State Fiscal Year 2011) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

@ Administrative order. no. 4. 2010. ONLINE. (Initial report of spending reductions by agencies to GOMB) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

@ Administrative order. no. 1. 2013. ONLINE. (Directive to state agencies to ban the box for state hiring) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/05/41/31.html)

@ Executive order. no. 09-18. 2009. ONLINE. (Amendment to Executive Order no. 13 (2009) establishing the Economic Recovery Commission) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 10-01. 2010. ONLINE. (Creating the Office of Health Information Technology) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html) ONLINE I353.9 I29ex OCLC# 505869780

@ Executive order. no. 10-02. 2010. ONLINE. (Creating the Governor's Office of New Americans) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 10-03. 2010. ONLINE. (Project Labor Agreements) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 10-04. 2010. ONLINE. (Consolidate agencies by the transfer of certain reproduction services to the Dept. of Commerce and Economic Opportunity; Dept. of Healthcare and Family Services, ... to Human Services ) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 10-05. 2010. ONLINE. (Commissioning a plan for integrating the Dept. of Juvenile Justice into the Dept. of Children and Family Services) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 10-06. 2010. ONLINE. (Transfer function from the Dept. of Human Services to the Dept. of Public Health) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

@ Executive order. no. 10-07. 2010. ONLINE. (Promote clean water, outdoor recreational space, and youth environmental education initiatives) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/pga/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)
Executive order. no. 10-08. 2010. ONLINE. (Creating the Office of Early Childhood Initiative) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 10-09. 2010. ONLINE. (Creating Put Illinois to Work) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 10-10. 2010. ONLINE. (Requiring additional spending reductions) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 10-11. 2010. ONLINE. (Creating the Illinois Anti-Violence Commission) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 10-12. 2010. ONLINE. (Creating the Illinois Health Reform Implementation Council) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 10-13. 2010. ONLINE. (Creating the Elgin-O'Hare West Bypass Advisory Council) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 10-14. 2010. ONLINE. (Establishment of a Coastal Management Program in Illinois) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 11-01. 2011. ONLINE. (Reorganize agencies by transferring certain powers of the Dept. of Healthcare & Family Services to Dept. of Central Management Services, Dept. of Corrections, …) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 11-02. 2011. ONLINE. (Reorganize agencies by the transfer OSHA program of Dept. of Commerce and Economic Opportunity to Dept. of Labor) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 11-03. 2011. ONLINE. (Reorganize agencies by the transfer of the Carnival & Amusement Ride Inspection Division of the Dept. of Labor to the Dept. of Agriculture) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 11-04. 2011. ONLINE. (Regarding the Governor's Rural Affairs Council) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 11-05. 2011. ONLINE. (Creating the Task Force on Social Innovation, Entrepreneurship, and Enterprise) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 12-01. 2012. ONLINE. (Reorganize agencies by the transfer of certain functions of the Dept. of Healthcare & Family Services to Dept. of Central Management Services, Dept. of Corrections, …) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 12-02. 2012. ONLINE. (Strengthening reporting requirements and protective services for adults with disabilities) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 12-03. 2012. ONLINE. (Open operating standard for Illinois: using information technology to promote transparency, efficiency and savings) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 13-01. 2013. ONLINE. (Reorganize agencies by the transfer of the senior health insurance program of the Dept. of Insurance to Dept. on Aging) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 13-02. 2013. ONLINE. (Applying relevant military education and training obtained by Illinois service members to professional licensing standards) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)
Executive order. no. 13-03. 2013. ONLINE. (Creating the Steering Committee for the Millennium Reserve) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 13-04. 2013. ONLINE. (Eliminating and consolidating boards and commissions) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 13-05. 2013. ONLINE. (Eliminating and consolidating boards and commissions) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)

Executive order. no. 13-06. 2013. ONLINE. (Establishment of the Northeastern Illinois Public Transit Task Force) (PURL: http://ediillinois.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/01/34/51.html)
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